
Photos vs real life

Look at my photos! In the first
picture I am going barefoot,
because I am at a sacred Buddha
place and it is forbidden to wear
shoes there. In everyday life I
don’t go barefoot in the street, I
wear shoes.
In the second picture I am
wearing a vampire cloak because
it is a Halloween party. In my real
life I don’t wear vampire cloak, I
wear dresses or jeans.
In the third photo I am eating an
extremely spicy seafood soup. In
my real life I don’t eat such kind
of food, usually I am not fond of
spicy stuff.
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To go barefoot -ходить босиком

sacred Budha place - священное будийское место

to be forbidden - быть запрещенным



Sentence 1. In this picture I am going barefoot.
1.    Am I speaking about present, past or future?
2.    Does it happen regularly?
3.    Is it happening now?
4.    Is the action in progress now?

Sentence 2. In everyday life I don’t go barefoot in the street, I wear shoes.
1.    Am speaking about present, past or future?
2.    Does it happen regularly?
3.    Is it happening now?
4.    Is the action in progress now?
MEANING
We use The Present Simple Tense to speak about regular actions in present
and we use The Present Continuous Tense to speak about actions that are
happening right now, or they are some exceptions to these regular actions.



 She is sleep at the moment.
 They playing football right now.
 We are taking shower every morning.
 She go to school every day.
 Do he like watching horror films?
 She paints a picture now.
 Be quiet! The children sleep.
 She is having a big house.

Controlled practice

1.    Let's go out. It  _______(not/rain) now.
2. Julia is very good at languages. She ________(speak)
four languages very well.
3. Hurry up! Everybody ________ (wait) for you.
4.  (you/listen)________ to the radio?  No, you can turn it
off.
5.    (you/listen)_____________ to the radio every day? No,
just occasionally.
6. The River Nile __________ (flow) into the
Mediterranean. 
7. Look at the river. It _________ (flow) very fast today -
much faster than usual.
8. We usually _______ (grow) vegetables in our garden
but this year we ______________(not/grow) any.
9. Ron is in London at the moment. He  _______(stay) at
the Park Hotel. He   ______(always/stay) there when he's
in London. 
10. Normally I _______(finish) work at 5.00, but this week
I______ (work) until 6.00 to earn a bit more money.
 

Correct the mistakes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.


